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What is the target? 

The target is 10,000 fewer serious crimes by the year ended 2021. This will be supported by three 

measures: the rate of reoffending, the rate of family violence and the rate of sexual violence. 

The reoffending rate will now be monitored through a redeveloped supporting measure as we now 

have one justice sector target not two as we did in the previous suite of BPS result measures. The 

family and sexual violence rates have been excluded from the main target as we expect the 

number of reported offences for these crimes to increase as rates of reporting and detection 

increase. They are included as supporting measures as they are serious crime and are of 

significant interest to us. 

Why is this important for New Zealand? 
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You can see the datasets at data.govt.nz (https://data.govt.nz/dataset/show/3321 ). 
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Result 8: Reduce re-offending 

Why is this important for New Zealand? 

Reducing re-offending can create lasting change in the lives of the offenders we work with and their families and As well as better 

lives, it means safer communities and fewer victims. Breaking the cycle of re-offending will help to reduce the financial and social 

cost of crime in our society. 

How will we know we are achieving this result? 

The re-offending rate is measured against a baseline at June 2011. The measure takes into account the rate of re-imprisonment 

among prisoners within 12 months of their release and the rate of reconviction among community-sentenced offenders within 12 

months of the start of their sentence. 





• Support repeat victims

• Target repeat locations

• Improve assessment and interventions for youth

• Reduce availability of alcohol

• Increase alcohol and drug treatment in the community

• Strengthen rehabilitation and re-integration services to prepare and support people to live law-abiding lives.
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These initiatives have been approved by the Leadership Board and are now being implemented, 

with many capable of being rolled-out nationally. 

In addition, over 140 managers from around New Zealand attended one of the nine 2013 

workshops to brainstorm how the Justice Sector can innovatively tackle its challenges and: 

• Ensure all staff are engaged in the Sector-wide implementation of the BPS targets

• Encourage sector collaboration at a local level

• Share examples of innovation and good practice

In general, participants found the workshops valuable and feedback was overwhelmingly positive. 

Those present were confident that Sector agencies were taking the correct approach to ensure 

BPS targets are met. 

A toolbox to help justice sector frontline managers meet the justice sector Better Public Services 

targets was launched at the Christchurch workshop. 

Developed by the Ministry, New Zealand Police and Corrections the Collective Impact Toolbox is 

designed to help frontline staff collaborate. Forming strong relationships across the justice sector 

and working together is key to meeting the BPS targets. 

The tool box is a set of techniques, case studies and templates. Managers can choose the tools, 

those most relevant to them and their community. 









The programme is part of the suite of initiatives announced by the Government in July 2014 in its 

Stronger Response to Family Violence package. 
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now used to seeing the Police coming around and seeing them in a different light; it makes a huge 

difference." 

(Victim Support Coordinator, Counties-Manukau District) 
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• an Alternative Resolutions lwi Panel being trialled through an innovative partnership between

Te Runanganui O Taranaki Whanui, Wellington Restorative Justice Services and the Hutt

Valley Police

• Operation Relentless which features a series of short, sharp blitzes on known drivers of

crime - targets to date have included alcohol, at-risk youth and family violence.

• a Justice Sector Mobile Community Office (/bps-videos)

"These local initiatives show a fresh approach to reducing crime and reoffending and are helping 

people and we're doing this by connecting up justice sector services in the Hutt Valley," Ministry of 

Justice Deputy Chief Executive Brook Barrington said. 

"The Hutt Valley Justice Sector Innovation Project is a great example of local operational 

managers working together to deliver better public services". 
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